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ABSTRACT

A revision is clone of the role p!a~ed by ●xchange currents in DCX
pointing out the mechanisms that are likely to be important in certain
reactions and kinematical regimes.

The History of exchange CUI ,Sents (EC) In plon nucleus double charge
●~change reactions (DCX) began with the work of Germond ●nd
Wi!kln”, which In the stud) of DCX in ‘He clalmed that the reaction cross

section could be ●kplalned ●ssuming plon DCX with the cloud of virtual pions
eichanged between- nucleons (f!g. Ii.
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cnd concluded that the second piece Iarjzel} cancelled the first one and thus--
the effect of the EC in DCX was negligible. The field was open and closed and
no more about it was heard until it was reopen in the work of ref 3. The
essence of this latter work was to realize that both the diagrams of fig. I and
fig. 2 were obtained from the n-n+ K+R-p reaction, attaching the final n“ to a
second neutron, as depicted in fig. 3.
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Hence, prior to the ●valuation of the EC In the
Jevelopped for the nN+ KTCN reaction which conta
the contact term, ● s required b) chlral symmetry
point diagrams, ●s shown in flg 4, with N, A, ●n
intermediate states,
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DCX process ● model was
ncd the pion pole term ●nd

plus two point ~nd three
~ In some cases N*, In the
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The model provides a good reproduction of the RN+ nxN CTOSS section at low
en~rgies and gives about 11~ of the cross section at high energies.

In ref. 3 the e~plicit evaluation of the EC in DCX was done, attaching
the outgoing n“ in fig. 4 to a second neutron. The contribution of the pion
pole term was found to be dominant and the other terms, including the

contact term of fig. 2, were found to be small. Tilis is certainl~ surprising and
there has been some questioning on why is this so, suggesting that the
contact term should pal tly, w Iargel}, canceil the pion pole term~-’l. Indeed, we
know from the stud) of ref. 4 that in the n’n+n+n-p reaction around
threshold the contact term is about one half and of opposite sign of the pion
pole term, hence there are large cancellations between these two terms. Wh~
should not such cancellations appear in the EC in DCX also? The answer to
this questi~n is given in ref. 8. We start from the set of Weinberg
bgrangians needed in the evaluation of the pion pole term and contact term,
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One can see that the two terms are finite at threshold. However, let us see the
situation in EC in DCX we have
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However in analog transitions there is no ●nergy transfer to the nucleons (up
to small Cou Iomb corrections) and the ●nerg: Is anyhow small compared :0

the pion mass) for other transitions to discrete nuclear states Thus 1~” I = Ik I
and In the forward direction, k = k“, we have

Hence T’- O In the forward dlrectlon In the Born ●pproximation. In the actual
problem, because of the distortion of the plon waves, ~c WIII pick up some

finite momentun transfer components ●nd wIII not be strlctl) zero. This was
pointed out bj Liu In ● reply to our

F

ptr’”, Anyway the cakulations can be

easil~ done and we have found that c reduces the correction of the pion pole

t-rm to the DCX cross section In about 20% around resonance In the forward
direction end would onl} introduce minor changes at low energies where the
~ffect of distortion IS much less Important than ● t resonance.

The ●bove discussion has cl~rlfled why one has not the ●xpected
cencel:~tion In DCIX that one might guess from the sltuatlon in the KN+ nnN
rebctlon.

Anoth~ I comment can be made ●bout c-h!ral aymrnet~ breaking, The
param~t~r { gives ● measure of th~ breaking of this symmetr}. The model of

eq. (1) with (-O Is refered to MS the Weinberg model and Is prefered b) QCD,
Howrver, In the Weinberg-Arnd v~rslon of the chiral hgrangian given In F-9,
(I), the chiral symm~lr) brr’akln R parameter appears onl) In P but not III 1“’

hrncc ~( vanlsh~s equall) In the forward dlrcctlon If {*() Other versions of



chiral symmetry breaking Lagrangians, tike the one of Olssan and L. Turners’
include a < dependence on the contact term too and then the vanishing of ~’
does not accur”. For a certain value of the chiral symmetry breaking
parameter all these bgrangians coincide with the Weinberg Lagrangian, the
one favou red by QCD. On the other hand it is advisable that before a new
model for n, 27t is used to generate EC in DCX, it should be checked against
the experimental numbers of the n. Zn reaction, as is the case in our Work in

refs. 3. 4.

The second point that I want to raise is the question of the delta
interaction mechanism (DINT). Mihkel Johnson and collaborators’)’ calculated

the contribution from the diagram of fig. 7a to the n“”O- n- “Ne reaction
arou nd resonance
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and concluded that the DINT mechanisms gave a contribution to the cross
section abou t four times bigger than the conver, tional or sequential
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(SEQ) depicted in fig. 7b (see fig. 8)
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F~. 8 ~Cross section for ’80( n‘, n- ) ‘8Ne to the double

isobaric analog. Long-short dashed brie: sequential mechanism.
Solid curve: sequential plus DINT mechanism from ref. 13)

This came to us as ● big surprise ●nd was clearly In contradltion with our
earner calculatlons~’ were we claimed that the ●ffect of the EC was ● change
at the level of 30% at about 100 MeV up and down the resonance. There was a

novelt~ in the calculations, however, Which was the inclusion of p ●xchange.
In view of the discrepancies we calcu Iated the contribution of the DINT

mechanism ●nd found It to be small compared with the conventional
mechanisms, The results were presented in the last DCX Works hop14~ and
therr was much controversy in view of the disparity of the results. In view of
that we decided to find out the reasons of the dlacrepancles ●nd started ●

collaboration that ended In the paper of ref. IS. In the process we found out
that mary ●pproxllnatlons used on both sides needed Improvement ●nd that
● global factor 2 was missing in the calculations of ref, 14, A reasonable



agreement was reached and the conclusions are summarized in fig. 9.
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Rg. 9: Cross section for ’80( n ● r-) la Ne to the double isobaric
●nalog state ●t 9= 5°, CON: conventional mechanism ●lone. 1: DINT with Ap =

1.2 GV. 2: DINT with Ap = 2.5 GeV. c+l, c+2 results with the coherent sum of

con Yen tional plus DINT I or DINT 2 respective}; (from ref. ‘5)), Thick solid
line: DINT results using CP = 3.94, Ap = 1.Y GeV,

We found that the results were ●xtremely sensltlve to the values of
the coupling constants and the form factors, In particular to the p meson
form factor. We ●ssumed.

f.A* . 4/5 f=- from the quark model



in fig. 10.
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Why are exhange currents in DCX so elusive. Let me give you m}

opinion. Let us differentiate it in two parts, the Inclusive and the excluslve
reactions.

In the Inclusive reactions ( let us cake (n+ , n-) for Instance), one has
● probability of re>ction through SEQ which, Is proportional to N2 up to the
●ffect of plon ●bsorption. Up to the loss of flux due to plon ●baorptlon, the
neutrons can be separated by any distance. However In the EC, which Is
governed by the ●xchange of virtual particles, the two neutrons have to be
very close to each other and then the cross section will be proportional to N

not to N*. The ●ffect of plon absorption will be about the same as In SEQ and
hence we ●xp~ct that the relative ●ffect of the EC to SEQ IS of the order of



l/N (see fig. II)
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That this seems to be the case gets a strong support from the
observation of M. J. Vicente in his talk in this Worksho@’, Indeed, as we can

see in fig- 12, in hght nuclei there is a second bump in d~idfl dE at forward
angles and large energies which can not be explained by our microscopical
model~’), by means of which we get a good description of all inclusive pion
nuclear reactions” elastic scatteringzz’ and particular) DCX up to some sma U
details’”. “I. The second peak however disappears graduai.i) and there is no



trace of it in large nuclel.

%e(rI- W+IX 240MeV 25°

1’ 1 l-- 1

~. U Double dit”ferential cross sections for A (x+ , r- ) and

A(n-, x+) A in 9Be at incident pion energy 240 Me Vand laboratory

angle 250. Solid curve: ca icu la tions by MJ. Vicen te ( this workshop)

with the con ven tiona 1 mechanism alone. Experiment. ref. 25)



I believe this to be a c!ean indication of an extra rnechanlsm to the SEQ (which
is the only one included in our formalism), which behaves as I/ii compared to
the SEQ and the most likely candidate is EC.

The case of exclusive reactions is different. We also know that
because of the large distortion of the pion waves the contribution to the DCX
amplitude comes mostly from the peripher) of the nucleus. Also the valence
nucleons are sitting in the surface of the nucleus. The situation is deoicted in
fig. 13.
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The balance of SEQ nnd EC does not seem BO drastic here az In Inclusl/e
reactions. indeed we do not have the N1 factor of SEQ to fig!lt agalns . th N
factor of the EC because only ● f~:w couples of neutrons In the valence shell
contribute. However, ●lthough situations Ilke the one depicted In fig. !3 SEQ
(lower lines) contribute httle because of the distortion, in the case of the EC
this contribution would be negligible .ince on top of the distortion we have
also ttie short range of the EC. “This fact makes the SEQ to have some
advantages over the EC In principle. One can ●lno Intultlvely think that the EC
~’:ould also be more vlslble In I.lght nuclel than In hcav~ ones,

Two more cases ● re llkel~ to -how ●ffects of exchange currents. Onr
of then la the shift In the mlnlmum of thecroaa ●ectlon of ~~0 (n+, n-) *Ne at
T. . 1(,4 McV. The DINT mechanism ●xplored In ref. 15 could not do the job
becauae, ● a we noted, It wa- out of phase with SEQ and had Incoherent
Interference (DINT, Is real while SEQ in purely imaginary, ●pproximately,
●round resonance), One ahoukl look for pieces that ● re In phane with SEQ,
●nd one candidate that was suggested In ref. IS would be given by the



mechanism of the diagram in fig. 14
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The other case Is low energy DCX. There the DINT mechanism should be small
compared to the other EC mcchanlams of ref. 3, which ● re ●lso less sensltlve
to form factors than the DINT. Indeed the calculations of Gibbs, Kauffman,
Auerbach ●nd Glnocdio show that the ●ffects of the DCX with the plon cloud
● re ra ther largeZ’)

Summarlzlng this last part of the discusalon It looks to me that the
cases which deserve more ●ttention In the search for eff=,.1~ of EC in DCX
● re: Incluslve DCX In light nuclel, the mlnlmum of the ‘I O(X*, r) I~Ne and
slmllar reactions around resonance and low energy •wclu~lv? DCX pa,.tlculurl}

In light ●nd medium nuclei.
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